Introduction {#s1}
============

Pearl millet \[*Cenchrus americanus* (L.) Morrone; Syn. *Pennisetum glaucum* (L.) R. Br.\] is a heat and drought tolerant grain and forage crop widely cultivated in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. Production in West Africa relies primarily on open-pollinated varieties (OPV), while in South Asia hybrid production based on cytoplasmic male sterility has been widely adopted. Crop improvement efforts in pearl millet face three primary challenges: (*i*) efficiently breeding new elite parental lines when inbred phenotypes are unreliable proxies for hybrid performance; (*ii*) balancing trade-offs between selecting for traits associated with optimal forage yield and quantity and those associated with optimal grain yield and grain quality; and (*iii*) significant genotype-by-environment (G×E) interactions driving inconsistent response patterns. In many parts of the world, pearl millet is planted during or immediately after a rainy season, and the maximum growing season is closed by terminal drought. Hence, matching flowering time and drought avoidance strategies between pearl millet OPVs or hybrids and locations is critical to maximizing yield potential.

The genome of pearl millet was recently assembled and released ([@B15]). The availability of a reference genome has made it practical to begin employing genomic selection to predict both the general combining ability (GCA) of new inbred parents, and the specific performance of particular pearl millet hybrids ([@B9]). It is shown that incorporating parental information into genomic prediction can be beneficial ([@B10]). Sequencing-based genotyping enables to generate thousands of SNPs for separating breeding lines in a given population. Two methods of genotyping, RAD-seq ([@B11]; [@B2]) and tGBS ([@B12]), were widely used in breeding programs ([@B7]; [@B16]; [@B8]). RAD-seq can generate more SNP sites compared with tGBS, while SNP sites called by tGBS have higher read depths than RAD-seq.

The incorporation of high-throughput genotyping and estimated breeding values into genomic selection assisted breeding programs have the potential to address all three major bottlenecks of pearl millet breeding efforts outlined above (*i--iii*). Given the diverse climates in which pearl millet hybrids are cultivated, effective and practical genomic prediction models require to explicitly incorporate and model G×E interactions in order to provide breeders with relevant predictions and estimated breeding values.

Here we assess the performance of genomic prediction models for yield pearl millet under several factors: (1) two genotyping platforms (C \[conventional GBS\] and T \[tunable GBS or tGBS\]) for sequencing parental inbreds; (2) composition of calibration sets by augmenting these with phenotypic information of inbreds; and (3) effects of accounting for the G×E component.

Three different cross-validation (CV) schemes were simulated for mimicking realistic scenarios that breeders might face in different stages of the breeding pipeline (CV2: predicting tested genotypes in observed locations; CV1: predicting untested genotypes in observed locations; and CV0: predicting tested genotypes in unobserved locations). In all cases, the goal was to predict the performance of hybrids at the trial level (i.e., correlations between predicted and observed values were compute for genotypes within the same environment).

The genetic relationships among hybrids were modeled using inbred marker information of the inbred parents *via* the GCA and the specific combining ability (SCA) components. For the GCA component, the genomic relationship matrices (GRMs) for parent 1 and parent 2 were built using the corresponding marker profiles ([@B4]; [@B14]; [@B6]). For the SCA approach, the Hadamard product of the inbreds' GRM was used to model the interaction effect between the parental inbreds. [@B1] showed how to implements this model. In addition to these models, we also incorporated the interaction of the GCA and SCA components with environments, as shown by [@B1] and [@B3]. In total, three models were implemented for analysis, all of them based exclusively on molecular marker data of the inbred parents (GCA and SCA terms).

In general, the results show the advantages of including the parental inbreds' phenotypic information in the calibration sets. In most cases, accounting for G×E interaction improved the predictive ability the most. Finally, the optimal prediction strategy should consider the molecular marker information derived from T platform.

Materials And Methods {#s2}
=====================

Phenotypic and Genomic Information {#s2_1}
----------------------------------

The phenotypic (grain yield) and genotypic (C and T platforms) information used in this study were taken from [@B9]. Grain yield measurements were collected from 320 pearl millet hybrids and 37 inbred parents collected in replicated yield trials across four environments in India in 2015 (Environment 1: Dhule, Environment 2: Hisar, Environment 3: Patancheru, Environment 4: Jamnagar). The inbred parents of each hybrid were genotyped using two platforms: conventional GBS \[C platform\] ([@B11]; [@B2]) and tGBS \[T platform\] ([@B12]; [@B15]). Both platforms produced SNP sets that had missing data which were imputed using Beagle ([@B5]) (Version 16-06-2016). Initially, 649,067 polymorphic SNPs were identified using the C platform while 73,291 were identified for the T platform. After the SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) \< 0.05 were excluded the platform C scored 28,495 SNPs while the platform T scored 30,222 SNPs. While absolute costs per sample can vary significantly based on labor and reagent costs, platform C required an average of 12.2M reads per sample and platform T required an average of 1.8M reads per sample suggesting that costs is either comparable (when the cost of labor predominates) or lower for platform T (when the cost of sequencing predominates).

After the aligning the phenotypic and genomic data (for both platforms) considering only common genotypes observed in all environments, the number of unique hybrids and inbreds remaining in the analysis were 276 and 33, respectively. The 33 inbreds correspond to two non-overlapped sets of parents: 20 acting exclusively as parent 1 (P1, B-lines) and the remaining 13 acting as parent 2 (P2, R-lines). Detailed methodologies for trait collection and genotype calling are described in [@B9].

Genomic Prediction Models {#s2_2}
-------------------------

### M1. General Combining Ability (GCA) Model (E + G~P1~ + G~P2~) {#s2_2_1}

For charactering the *i* ^th^ hybrid, this model uses the genomic information from the inbreds *via* the GCA of the parents; thus, the male and female effects can be modeled. This model is composed by two genetic scores, which are derived from the main effects of the markers of those inbreds acting as parent 1 or B-lines (*g* ~*P*1*i*~) and parent 2 or R-lines (*g* ~*P*2*i*~), respectively. In the model $g_{P1i} = \sum\limits_{m = 1}^{p}x_{P1im}b_{m}$ and $g_{P2i} = \sum\limits_{m = 1}^{p}x_{P2im}b_{m}$ are the genetic effects modeled as the linear combination between *p* marker covariates (*x* ~*im*~) and their corresponding marker effects (*b* ~*m*~) for *m* = 1, 2,..., *p* with $b_{m}\overset{iid}{\sim}N\left( {0,\sigma_{b}^{2}} \right)$ and $\sigma_{b}^{2}$ acting as the common marker effect variance acting as the common marker effect variance; *iid* stands for independent and identically distributed. *X* ~*P*1~, *X* ~*P*2~ (with dimensions of 20 × 28,495 for platform C and 20 × 30,222 for platform T, and 13 × 28,495 for platform C and 13 × 30,222 for platform T, respectively) are the corresponding marker matrices of the inbreds (acting as parent 1 and parent 2, respectively) involved in the hybrid genotypes ([@B4]; [@B14]; [@B6]) and these contain the number of copies of the major allele for each inbred at each marker position such that *x*∈{0, 2}. Collecting the aforementioned results and assumptions, the linear predictor for modeling the hybrid performance *via* the GCA of inbreds is obtained as follows
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where *y* ~*ij*~ is the yield performance of the *i* ^th^ (*i* = 1, 2, ..., *I*) hybrid in the *j* ^th^ (*j* = 1, 2,...,*J*) environment*, μ* is the common mean, *E* ~*j*~ is the main effects of the *j* ^th^ environments such that $E_{j}\overset{iid}{\sim}N\left( {0,\sigma_{E}^{2}} \right)$, $\mathbf{g}_{\mathbf{P}1} = \left\{ \text{g}_{P1i} \right\} \sim N\left( {0,\mathbf{G}_{P1}\sigma_{P1\text{g}}^{2}} \right)$ and $\mathbf{g}_{\mathbf{P}2} = \left\{ \text{g}_{P2i} \right\} \sim N\left( {0,\mathbf{G}_{P2}\sigma_{P2\text{g}}^{2}} \right)$ with $\mathbf{G}_{P1} = \frac{X_{P1}X_{P1}^{\prime}}{p}$, $\mathbf{G}_{P2} = \frac{X_{P2}X_{P2}^{\prime}}{p}$, $\sigma_{P1\text{g}}^{2} = p \times \sigma_{bP1}^{2}$ and $\sigma_{P2\text{g}}^{2} = p \times \sigma_{bP2}^{2}$ as the corresponding variance components of the parental effects, and $e_{ij}\overset{iid}{\sim}N\left( {0,\sigma_{e}^{2}} \right)$ and $\sigma_{E}^{2}$, and $\sigma_{e}^{2}$ represent the associated variance components of environments, and residual terms. One of the disadvantages of this model is that it does not take into consideration the specific effect of crossing parent 1 with parent 2, but rather the average effects between both parents. Moreover, it returns a common genetic effect for the same hybrid in different environments.

### M2. General Plus Specific Combining Ability Model (E + G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1\ ×\ P2~) {#s2_2_2}

This model is an extension of model M1, and it not only accounts for the main effects of the genetic components of the inbreds, but also includes the specific interaction effect of crossing inbred parent 1 and parent 2 ([@B1]). The main effect is accounted for by the GCA component, and the interaction effect is accounted for by the SCA component. The SCA was modeled using the cell-by-cell product of the entries of the co-variance structures from inbred parent 1 (***G*** ~*P*1~) and inbred parent 2 (***G*** ~*P*2~), such that $\mathbf{g}_{P1 \times P2} = \left\{ \text{g}_{P1i \times P2i} \right\} \sim N\left( {0,\mathbf{G}_{P1 \times P2}\sigma_{P1\text{g} \times P2\text{g}}^{2}} \right)$, where $\mathbf{G}_{P1 \times P2} = ~\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{gP1}\mathbf{G}_{P1}\mathbf{Z}_{gP1}^{\prime}} \right){^\circ}\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{gP2}\mathbf{G}_{P2}\mathbf{Z}_{gP2}^{\prime}} \right)$, $\sigma_{P1\text{g} \times P2\text{g}}^{2}$ is the variance component associated with this interaction term, and ***Z*** ~*gP*1~ and ***Z*** ~*gP*2~ are the corresponding incidence matrices for parent 1 and parent 2 for the hybrids such that these are of order 276 × 20 and 276 × 13 for the case when no phenotypic inbred data was included in calibration sets and of 309 (276 + 33) × 20 and 309 (276 + 33) × 13 when augmenting calibration sets with phenotypic inbred data.

The model in which both the GCA and the SCA components are included can be written as
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where all of the terms are defined above. Although this model consider the effects of crossing parent 1 with parent 2 it also return a common genetic effect across environments for same hybrid in different environments similarly to the previous model.

### M3. General Plus Specific Combining Ability in Interaction With Environments Model (E + G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1\ ×\ P2~ + G~P1~ × E + G~P2~ × E + G~P1\ ×\ P2~ × E) {#s2_2_3}

This model is an extension of M2, in that it includes both the GCA and SCA components but also accounts for the interaction of the inbred markers with environments by including the interaction between the GCA and SCA components and environments. The model can be written as
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where $\mathbf{g}\mathbf{E}_{P1} = \left\{ \text{gE}_{P1ij} \right\} \sim N\left( {0,\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{g}P1}\mathbf{G}_{P1}\mathbf{Z}_{gP1}^{\prime}} \right){^\circ}\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{E}}\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{E}}^{\prime}} \right)\sigma_{gEP1}^{2}} \right)$, $\mathbf{g}\mathbf{E}_{P2} = \left\{ \left. \text{gE}_{P2ij} \right\} \sim \right.N\left( {0,\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{g}P2}\mathbf{G}_{P2}\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{g}P2}^{\prime}} \right){^\circ}\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{E}}\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{E}}^{\prime}} \right)\sigma_{gEP2}^{2}} \right)$ and $\mathbf{g}\mathbf{E}_{P1xP2} = \left\{ \text{gE}_{P1ij \times P2ij} \right\} \sim N\left( {0,\left( {\mathbf{I}_{4} \otimes \left( {\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{gP1}\mathbf{\mathbf{G}}_{P1}\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{g}P1}^{\prime}} \right){^\circ}\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{g}P2}\mathbf{G}_{P2}\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{g}P2}^{\prime}} \right)} \right)} \right){^\circ}\left( {\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{E}}\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{E}}^{\prime}} \right)\sigma_{gEP1 \times P2}^{2}} \right)$

where $\sigma_{gEP1}^{2}$, $\sigma_{gEP2}^{2}$ and $\sigma_{gEP1 \times P2}^{2}$ are the corresponding variance components for interaction terms between markers of inbreds and environments for the GCA (parent 1 and parent 2) and SCA (*P1* × *P2*) terms; *Z* ~*E*~ is the corresponding incidence matrix for environments of order (276 × 4 = 1 104) × 4 for the case when the phenotypic information of inbreds was omitted and (309 × 4 = 1236) × 4 for the case when the calibration sets were augmented with phenotypic inbred data. The genetic effects of the genotypes derived from this model are particular to each environment.

The model components of M1-M3 are listed in [**Table 1**](#T1){ref-type="table"}, which shows how the models compare in terms of main and interaction effects. The main effect components are G~P1~, and G~P2~ \[main effects of inbred markers accounting for paternal/maternal effects (GCA)\], and G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ \[interaction between inbred markers for paternal/maternal effects (SCA)\], and the interaction effects are G~P1~ × E, and G~P2~ × E (interaction between inbred markers and environments), and G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ × E (interaction between SCA effects and environments). The described models (M1-M3) were fitted using the Bayesian Generalized Linear Regression (BGLR) R package ([@B13]).

###### 

Main and interaction components of three models (M1-M3) used for predicting crop yield performance.

  Models/Components   Main effects   Interactions                                   
  ------------------- -------------- -------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  M1                  **X**          **X**          **X**                           
  M2                  **X**          **X**          **X**   **X**                   
  M3                  **X**          **X**          **X**   **X**   **X**   **X**   **X**

The main effects are G~P1~, and G~P2~ \[main effects of inbred markers accounting for paternal/maternal effects (GCA)\], and G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ \[interaction between inbred markers for paternal/maternal effects (SCA)\]; the interaction effects are G~P1~ × E, and G~P2~ × E (interaction between inbred markers and environments), and G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ × E (interaction between SCA effects and environments).

Prediction Schemes {#s2_3}
------------------

For assessing model performance three CV schemes were implemented (CV2, CV1, and CV0) mimicking real life situations encountered in breeding programs. CV2 resembles incomplete field trials where some hybrids are tested in some environments but not in others, so the goal is to predict the performance of already tested hybrids in other environments in already observed environments where these hybrids have not been tested yet but others. The marker data and phenotypic information of the observed genotypes (hybrids, and hybrids and inbreds depending on the case) in training set are used for model calibration, the testing set is hypothetically composed only of maker data.

The prediction accuracy is calculated as the Pearson correlation coefficient between predicted and observed values within same environment. CV1 is the CV scheme where the goal is to predict the performance of lines that have not been tested in any of the environments. CV0 is the case where predictions are performed for a new environment, for which no phenotypic information has yet been collected. Here, the lines to be predicted were already tested in some other environments.

For CV2, phenotypes were randomly assigned to folds (5), each containing approximately 20% of the records. Prediction of each fold (one at a time) was conducted using the remaining folds (4) as the training set. After predicting each one of the folds, the predictions were integrated into a single vector and the Pearson correlation between predicted and observed values for each environment was computed. This procedure was repeated 50 times and the mean correlation was computed across replicates for each environment.

For CV1, a five-fold CV was also implemented, but with a change with respect to the previous scheme such that all phenotypic records of the same genotype were assigned to the same fold. Thus, no phenotypic records of the same genotype were encountered in two different folds. As in CV2, this procedure was repeated 50 times and the results were averaged.

CV0 does not require any random partitioning so it was implemented only once by deleting the phenotypic information of each environment (one at a time) and using the remaining environments as the training set for calibrating models. Then the correlation between the predicted and observed values for each environment was computed.

Use of Phenotypic Information of Inbreds in Training Sets {#s2_4}
---------------------------------------------------------

For (*a*) the three CV schemes (CV2, CV1, and CV0), (*b*) the three models, and (*c*) the two genotyping platforms (C and T), two different scenarios for including phenotypic information of inbreds in calibration sets were considered. The first scenario ignores the phenotypic information of the inbreds when calibrating models, while the second one augments the training sets with the phenotypic information of the inbreds. For CV0, the phenotypic information of the inbreds tested in the target environment was also ignored for model calibration such that under this scheme no phenotypic information at all (hybrid and inbreed) from the target environment was used in the analysis. For including the inbred data in calibration sets, these were modeled as hybrids but with the same parent acting as parent 1 and parent 2. For this, the *X* ~*P*1~, *X* ~*P*2~ matrices were augmented with the molecular information of the same inbred in both matrices. Thus, hybrids were modeled when different parents were used in both matrices and inbreds when the same parent was used in both matrices.

Results {#s3}
=======

Descriptive Statistics {#s3_1}
----------------------

[**Figure 1**](#f1){ref-type="fig"} displays a box-plot of the grain yield (in kilograms/hectare) of the 276 hybrids (in yellow) and the 33 inbreds (in orange) tested in four locations (Dhule, Hisar, Patancheru, and Jamnagar). All genotypes (hybrids and inbreds) were observed in all locations. Clear differences are apparent in yield performance among locations, and between hybrids and inbreds within locations and across locations. Patancheru had the highest average yield performance for hybrids (4,501.5 kg/ha) and inbreds (2,617.1 kg/ha). This location also showed the largest standard deviation \[SD hybrids: 827.5 kg/ha \~18% of the mean location (ML); SD inbreds: 717.5 kg/ha \~27% of the ML\]. Dhule returned the lowest average yield performance for both hybrids (2,197.1 kg/ha) and inbreds (1,004.2 kg/ha) with corresponding SDs of 394.7 kg/ha (\~18% ML) and 339 kg/ha (\~34% ML), respectively. These SDs were the smallest across locations.

![Distribution of grain yield for a pearl millet population comprising 276 hybrids (yellow) and 33 inbreds (orange) tested in four locations in India (all genotypes in all locations are included).](fgene-10-01294-g001){#f1}

Phenotypic Correlations {#s3_2}
-----------------------

[**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows phenotypic correlations among the four locations for four different scenarios. (a) Top-left sub-table, the upper off-diagonal contains the phenotypic correlation between hybrids tested in different locations. (b) Bottom-right sub-table, the upper off-diagonal contains the phenotypic correlation between inbreds tested in different locations. (c) The top-right panel contains the correlation between the hybrids with common parent 1 (P1, B-lines) and the corresponding inbred parents within and between locations. (d) The bottom-left panel contains the correlation between the hybrids with common parent 2 (P2, R-lines) and the corresponding inbred parents within and between locations. Because pearl millet hybrids are generated using cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) systems, the female parent must be in a male sterile cytoplasm and the male parent must carry a restorer of fertility gene. Thus individual inbreds were only utilized as either a male parent or a female parent, such that inbreds can be divided into two disjoint groups (B-lines and R-lines).

###### 

Sample phenotypic correlations within and between hybrids (H) and inbreds (I) tested in different locations.

                                  H       I                                                           
  ------------ ------------------ ------- ------- ------- ------------------ ------- -------- ------- -------
  H            Dhule              1       0.243   0.391   0.160              0.018   0.053    0.046   0.036
  Hisar                           1       0.322   0.236                      0.363   0.173    0.157   
  Patancheru                              1       0.291   **P1 - B-lines**           -0.022   0.026   
  Jamnagar                                        1                                           0.091   
  I            Dhule              0.069   0.203   0.263   0.185              1       0.290    0.472   0.418
  Hisar                           0.351   0.114   0.068                      1       0.578    0.358   
  Patancheru   **P2 - R-lines**           0.405   0.326                              1        0.555   
  Jamnagar                                        0.199                                       1       

The correlation between hybrids and inbreds was computed considering either parent 1 (P1---B-lines, 13 inbreds) or parent 2 (P2---R-lines, 20 inbreds) of hybrids as the common hub for connecting inbreds. P1 and P2 are disjoint groups of inbreds.

For the (a) scenario, locations Patancheru and Dhule showed the highest phenotypic correlation (0.391) between hybrids, while locations Jamnagar and Dhule exhibited the lowest value (0.160). Regarding the inbreds (i.e., b), locations Hisar and Patancheru (0.578) and Dhule and Hisar (0.290) returned the highest and the lowest phenotypic correlations. The highest and lowest within environments correlations between hybrids and inbreds when P1 was used as common hub for connecting both populations were shown in locations Hisar (0.363) and Patancheru (−0.022). Regarding the intra-location correlations, locations Hisar and Patancheru (0.173) and locations Jamnagar and Patancheru (0.026) returned the highest and lowest correlations. On the other hand, when P2 was used as the common hub, locations Patancheru (0.405) and Dhule (0.069) returned the highest and lowest correlations. Locations Patancheru and Jamnagar (0.326) and locations Hisar and Jamnagar (0.068) exhibited the highest and lowest intra-location correlations.

Variance Components {#s3_3}
-------------------

[**Table 3**](#T3){ref-type="table"} contains the percentage of the total variability (and corresponding standard errors) explained by the model components for the two sequencing platforms (C and T). As expected, in all cases, the E term captured the largest amount of variability (48.3%--51.7%). The percentage of variability not explained by the main and interaction terms ranged between 21.9% and 39.8%, with the most comprehensive model reducing the residual variability the most.

###### 

Percentage of variability (and corresponding standard errors) explained by main and interaction model terms for models M1, M2, and M3 using two sequencing platforms (C and T).

  Platform   Models/Components   Main effects   Interaction effects                                                                
  ---------- ------------------- -------------- --------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------
  **C**      M1                  51.7 (31.6)    2.1 (1.0)             6.5 (2.5)                                                    39.8 (1.8)
  M2         51.5 (34.9)         1.7 (0.9)      5.9 (2.3)             6.1 (1.6)                                       34.9 (1.8)   
  M3         48.3 (30.8)         0.7 (0.5)      3.8 (2.1)             7.4 (1.9)   7.1 (2.2)   4.6 (1.6)   6.3 (1.5)   21.9 (1.7)   
  **T**      M1                  50.8 (31.0)    1.8 (0.9)             8.2 (3.2)                                                    39.2 (1.8)
  M2         51.0 (34.6)         1.5 (0.9)      7.3 (3.1)             5.0 (1.5)                                       35.3 (1.8)   
  M3         49.1 (31.7)         0.7 (0.5)      4.7 (2.8)             7.0 (1.9)   4.9 (1.6)   5.1 (1.8)   5.2 (1.3)   23.4 (1.7)   

The main effects are G~P1~ and G~P2~ \[main effects of inbred markers accounting for paternal/maternal effects (GCA)\], and G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ \[interaction between inbred markers of parents 1 and 2 (SCA)\]; the interaction effects are G~P1~ × E, and G~P2~ × E (interaction between inbred markers of parents 1 and 2 with environments), and G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ × E (interaction between SCA effects and environments); R stands for residual term.

Under the C platform, the terms G~P1~ and G~P2~ in M1 explained 8.6% (2.1% + 6.5%) of the total variability, where G~P2~ (6.5%) explained three times more variability than G~P1~ (2.1%). In M2, the SCA term (G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~, 6.1%) captured similar levels of variability than the combined GCA components (1.7% and 5.9%) providing strong evidence of the importance of modeling this term.

When the interactions of the GCA and SCA terms with environments were included in M3, combined these terms explained 18% (7.1, 4.6, and 6.3%) of the variability. Similar patterns were observed for the T platform.

Predictive Ability {#s3_4}
------------------

[**Figure 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"} summarize the results derived from the CV2 scheme, which considers the problem of predicting incomplete field trials. The four panels correspond to the four environments/locations used in this study. The *x-axis* correspond to the obtained correlation between predicted and observed values when no phenotypic information of inbreds was used for model calibration. On the other hand, the *y-axis* shows the correlation for the case when phenotypic information of the inbreds was added to calibration set. The diagonal line indicates the case where there are no differences in predictive ability by including information of the inbreds in the training set. Values above the line indicate that the models including phenotypic information of the inbreds perform better. Same models tested under different platforms (C is represented by blue colored dots and T by orange colored dots) are connected with a black dashed line. In general, the T platform produced better results than the C platform, especially with the most comprehensive model (i.e., M3). Consistently, the most complex model also returned the highest correlation in most of the environments except in location Dhule where the C platform had a significantly reduced predictive ability for M3. Regarding the use of inbred data in the calibration sets, a slight improvement was shown for M1-M2 but not always for M3. In location Hisar, the inbred data improved the results for M1-M2; however, M3 produced the best results by far. A similar pattern was observed for Patancheru. Jamnagar did not show significant differences between the two different ways of calibrating models but again M3 outperformed the results despite the use of inbred data.

![Comparison of the average predictive ability (correlation between true and predicted grain yield values) of models M1-M3 for the cross-validation scenario CV2 (prediction of tested hybrids in observed environments) using genotyping platforms C or T when inbred information is included versus when no inbred information is included. The four panels represent the four different environments (E1: Dhule, E2: Hisar, E3: Patancheru, E4: Jamnagar). The models are M1: G~P1~ + G~P2~; M2: G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~; M3: G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ + G~P1~ × E + G~P2~ × E + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ × E, where G~P1~, and G~P2~ are the genetic main effects of the parental inbreds P1 and P2, respectively (GCA components), G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ is the interaction effect of the parental inbreds P1 and P2 (SCA component), E is the environment, and "×" represents the interaction between the specified terms.](fgene-10-01294-g002){#f2}

###### 

Mean predictive ability and corresponding SDs for models M1, M2, and M3 using two sequencing platforms (C and T) for different cross-validation (CV) schemes and two ways for composing calibration sets (including or not phenotypic inbred data).

                                             CV2            CV1     CV0                                                                                                                                                                   
  -------------------------- ------- ------- -------------- ------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------- ------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  **Inbreds not Included**   C       Dhule   0.264          0.023   [0.335]{.ul}   0.022          0.332          0.020          [0.218]{.ul}   0.024          0.197          0.033   0.116   0.044          0.288          0.340          [0.412]{.ul}
  Hisar                      0.387   0.023   0.408          0.021   [0.538]{.ul}   0.011          0.367          0.017          0.326          0.027          [0.460]{.ul}   0.028   0.334   [0.380]{.ul}   0.165                         
  Patancheru                 0.476   0.029   0.469          0.024   [0.535]{.ul}   0.021          [0.453]{.ul}   0.026          0.406          0.035          0.449          0.023   0.426   0.479          [0.490]{.ul}                  
  Jamnagar                   0.296   0.019   0.329          0.017   [0.427]{.ul}   0.021          0.278          0.017          0.266          0.013          [0.360]{.ul}   0.027   0.269   0.294          [0.328]{.ul}                  
  T                          Dhule   0.278   0.029          0.325   0.026          [0.342]{.ul}   0.016          [0.236]{.ul}   0.021          0.221          0.019          0.159   0.023   0.306          0.336          [0.371]{.ul}   
  Hisar                      0.370   0.024   0.384          0.023   [0.530]{.ul}   0.016          0.349          0.019          0.318          0.022          [0.478]{.ul}   0.026   0.277   0.314          0.359                         
  Patancheru                 0.470   0.026   0.484          0.027   [0.549]{.ul}   0.015          0.446          0.023          0.418          0.026          [0.485]{.ul}   0.030   0.417   0.469          [0.508]{.ul}                  
  Jamnagar                   0.266   0.021   0.299          0.021   [0.418]{.ul}   0.018          0.245          0.018          0.244          0.019          [0.364]{.ul}   0.019   0.231   0.265          0.322                         
  **Inbreds Included**       C       Dhule   0.292          0.015   [0.341]{.ul}   0.014          0.187          0.029          [0.260]{.ul}   0.017          [0.260]{.ul}   0.018   0.102   0.014          0.298          0.337          [0.222]{.ul}
  Hisar                      0.391   0.021   0.402          0.018   [0.517]{.ul}   0.012          0.377          0.018          0.359          0.015          [0.481]{.ul}   0.020   0.302   0.328          0.329                         
  Patancheru                 0.516   0.022   [0.527]{.ul}   0.020   0.503          0.026          [0.497]{.ul}   0.019          0.482          0.019          0.478          0.021   0.451   0.493          0.234                         
  Jamnagar                   0.302   0.018   0.329          0.017   [0.413]{.ul}   0.021          0.284          0.017          0.297          0.016          [0.383]{.ul}   0.020   0.271   0.300          0.325                         
  T                          Dhule   0.274   0.014          0.308   0.014          [0.310]{.ul}   0.015          0.240          0.016          [0.246]{.ul}   0.016          0.209   0.017   0.283          0.310          [0.340]{.ul}   
  Hisar                      0.411   0.020   0.418          0.018   [0.519]{.ul}   0.017          0.400          0.018          0.388          0.018          [0.489]{.ul}   0.021   0.328   0.345          [0.521]{.ul}                  
  Patancheru                 0.504   0.021   0.521          0.020   [0.547]{.ul}   0.015          0.486          0.017          0.481          0.018          [0.521]{.ul}   0.019   0.444   0.473          0.411                         
  Jamnagar                   0.283   0.017   0.305          0.015   [0.413]{.ul}   0.015          0.263          0.015          0.268          0.014          [0.379]{.ul}   0.021   0.237   0.263          [0.331]{.ul}                  

For CV2 and CV1, 50 random fivefold random partitions were considered while for CV0 the leave one environment out scheme was implemented. The underlined numbers indicate the model that returned the highest correlation for each environment within each cross-validation scheme.

When predicting new genotypes in tested environments (CV1), platform T was consistent and produced the best results with M3 ([**Figure 3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"}). These models outperformed the others in Hisar, Patancheru, and Jamnagar. Dhule was the only location where M1-M2 returned better results than M3. In most cases, the inclusion of inbred data improved predictive ability compared with the case when this information was not considered in the calibration sets.

![Comparison of the average predictive ability (correlation between true and predicted grain yield values) of models M1-M3 for the cross-validation scenario CV1 (prediction of untested hybrids in observed environments) using genotyping platforms C or T when inbred information is included versus when no inbred information is included. The four panels represent the four different environments (E1: Dhule, E2: Hisar, E3: Patancheru, E4: Jamnagar). The models are M1: G~P1~ + G~P2~; M2: G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~; M3: G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ + G~P1~ × E + G~P2~ × E + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ × E, where G~P1~, and G~P2~ are the genetic main effects of the parental inbreds P1 and P2, respectively (GCA components), G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ is the interaction effect of the parental inbreds P1 and P2 (SCA component), E is the environment, and "×" represents the interaction between the specified terms.](fgene-10-01294-g003){#f3}

When the objective was the prediction of tested hybrids in unobserved environments (CV0), the T platform returned the best results, especially with M3, similarly to the CV2 scheme ([**Figure 4**](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"}). In this case, for locations Hisar and Jamnagar, the inclusion of inbred data showed significant advantages in predictive ability. In Dhule and Patancheru, no clear advantages were apparent with the models M1-M2, and with model M3 the predictive ability was slightly reduced. However, similarly than in the previous schemes M3 performed better or slightly better than M1 and M2.

![Comparison of the average predictive ability (correlation between true and predicted grain yield values) of models M1-M3 for the cross-validation scenario CV0 (prediction of tested hybrids in unobserved environments) using genotyping platforms C or T when inbred information is included versus when no inbred information is included. The four panels represent the four different environments (E1: Dhule, E2: Hisar, E3: Patancheru, E4: Jamnagar). The models are M1: G~P1~ + G~P2~; M2: G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~; M3: G~P1~ + G~P2~ + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ + G~P1~ × E + G~P2~ × E + G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ × E, where G~P1~, and G~P2~ are the genetic main effects of the parental inbreds P1 and P2, respectively (GCA components), G~P1~ ~×~ ~P2~ is the interaction effect of the parental inbreds P1 and P2 (SCA component), E is the environment, and "×" represents the interaction between the specified terms.](fgene-10-01294-g004){#f4}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In this study, we found that the integration of phenotypic information from parental inbreds improves the predictive ability of the tested models in several cases. Especially in environments where the phenotypic correlation between inbreds and hybrids was moderate (bottom left and top right panels of [**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In the Hisar field trials, the yield of the tested hybrids was moderately correlated with each parent; r = 0.363 for Parent 1 (seed parent---B-lines) and and r = 0.351 for Parent 2 (pollinator parent---R-lines). In the Patancheru field trials, yield for the tested hybrids was moderately correlated with Parent 2 (r = 0.405), but exhibited zero correlation with Parent 1 (r = −0.022).

The inclusion of the G×E interaction term improved the predictive ability of the main effect models in three out the four locations (except in Dhule). In this case the inclusion of the G×E component was beneficial for improving predictive ability because some of the environments exhibited low to moderate phenotypic correlation among hybrids, inbreds, and between hybrids and inbreds (connected *via* one or both of the parental inbreds). For example, the phenotypic correlations between hybrid yields measured in in Hisar and hybrid yields recorded at the other three locations were 0.243, 0.391, and 0.160. Similarly, the correlations between inbred yields at this location and inbred yields at the other three locations were moderate (0.290, 0.472, and 0.418). The correlations between hybrid yields in Hisar and inbred yields at other locations were also low to moderate for P1 (r = 0.053 \[Dhule\], 0.173 \[Patancheru\], and 0.157 \[Jamnagar\]) and P2 (r = 0.203 \[Dhule\], 0.114 \[Patancheru\], and 0.068 \[Jamnagar\]).

Under the CV2 scheme, including phenotypic inbred data in the calibration sets improved predictive ability for hybrid performance in Hisar and Patancheru field trials. These two locations showed the highest phenotypic correlations between hybrids and parental inbreds (0.363 and 0.351 for Hisar and −0.022 and 0.405 for Patancheru). Dhule (0.018 and 0.069) and Jamnagar (0.091 and 0.199) showed smaller correlations for both parental inbreds.

As expected, predictive ability for CV1 was lower than for CV2, since no phenotypic information of the hybrids being evaluated was used to calibrate the models. Hence, the predictive ability of the models rely solely on genomic relationships/connectedness between the calibration and testing sets in CV1 scheme. In this case, the inclusion of the phenotypic information from inbreds improved predictive ability, as is evident from the fact that most dots appear above the diagonal line in [**Figure 3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

When predicting tested genotypes in unobserved environments (CV0), predictive ability mostly relies on the phenotypic correlation between those environments in the calibration set with the target environment. In this case, Hisar and Jamnagar showed the best results when phenotypic inbred data from the observed environments was added to the calibration sets. The phenotypic correlations between the inbreds tested in these environments with respect to other environments were 0.290, 0.578, and 0.358 for Hisar and 0.418, 0.358, and 0.555 for Jamnagar ([**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

The interaction model (M3) outperformed the main effects models in most cases. Usually these appear on the right side (*x-axis*, when inbred data do not aid predictive ability) or at the top (*y-axis*, when inbred data aid predictive ability) or both (top right) in [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}--[**4**](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. In the CV2 scheme, the interaction model clearly improved upon the main effect models for predicting hybrid performance in Hisar (24--43%), Patancheru (−5--17%), and Jamnagar (25--46%). In Dhule under the T platform the interaction model improved the others between 1 and 23%. Negative improvements were observed under the C platform. Similarly, under both platforms (C and T) in the CV1, the interaction model outperformed the main effects models in the same locations (up to 50% in Jamnagar and Hisar), except in Dhule were the predictive ability was reduced by half. For CV0 scheme, M3 also outperformed M1 and M2 between 10 and 45% except when the C platform was combined with phenotypic information from inbreds where the predictive ability was reduced between 25 and 34%. In the case of CV0 we are predicting the performance of lines in a new environment, thus we do not have any information about the performance of these lines or any other lines in the target environment. However, we borrow information of the performance of the same lines in other environments, and also of other lines in other environments. In absence of weather data the success of this method and particularly of M3 would depends partly on whether the environmental conditions in the unobserved environment fall within the range of conditions of the environments used as training sets.

When comparing the usefulness of the different sequencing data for prediction purposes, the T platform produced higher prediction accuracy than C platform in most cases for same model-training set configurations. For CV2, the T platform returned the best results, particularly for model M3. Especially, when predicting hybrid performance in yield trials at Patancheru. For the other locations, no clear differences between these platforms were observed with this model and mixed result were obtained for M1 an M2. The use of inbred phenotypic information improved predictive ability in Patancheru and Hisar for M1 and M2; however, these result were never better than those derived from M3 which did not show improvements by augmenting the calibration sets.

Using the CV1 cross-validation scheme, in Patancheru and Hisar, the T platform returned the best results when combined with phenotypic inbred data under M3. No clear differences/patterns were observed in Dhule and Jamnanar. The T platform showed significant improvement with respect to platform C for making hybrid performance predictions in Dhule with model M3, while for the other models, the C platform performed slightly better than T platform and than M3 as well. In Jamnagar, platforms T and C performed equivalently for M3, while for the other models (M1-M2) platform C provided greater prediction accuracy than platform T but these result were never better than those derived from M3. Under this CV scheme, despite the model and platform used in the analysis the predictive ability was improved in 23 out of the 24 cases when phenotypic information of the inbreds was added in calibration sets.

Using the CV0 cross validation scheme, results from the T platform outperformed significantly those from the C platform in Hisar under M3. In Patancheru, the T and C platforms performed similarly for M1-M3. In Dhule, the C platform performed slightly better than the T platform for model M3, and no differences were observed for M1-M2. Under this scheme, the predictive ability was significant improved when phenotypic data from the inbreds was included in calibration sets for M3 in Hisar while for Jamnagar these improvements were smaller. For Patancheru, M1 and M2 slightly improved the results and in Dhule no advantages were observed by adding the phenotypic inbred data.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

GS is a promising tool that enables us to study the crop performance of genotypes yet to be observed. The use of the GCA and SCA terms makes it possible to model and predict the performance of hypothetical genotypes. By combining these two concepts, we can increase our power to search for and identify superior cultivars (hybrids).

In this study, we observed improvements in predictive ability by including phenotypic information of parental inbreds in the calibration datasets, especially when predicting untested or target hybrids to be created. While these improvements were often modest but not always, it should be noted that one explanation is that the number of inbred genotypes (33) used for model calibration included only about 1/10 of all the hybrid genotypes (276).

In general, including the interaction terms in the models in addition to the main effect terms, significantly improved prediction accuracy. Finally, we compared the accuracy provided by two different genotyping platforms, and found that the use of the T platform provided better or the same accuracy of hybrid performance prediction as the C platform using the most successful model (M3).
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